Fill in the correct form of the verb given.

1. After Maria __________________ her studies, she plans to work in her father’s firm (FINISH).
2. By the time I go to bed I __________________ the work for the day. (COMPLETE)
3. When Jane saw the snake at her feet she __________________. (SCREAM)
4. I __________________ to the library four times this month, but I __________________ a single book. (BE, NOT BORROW)
5. While I __________________ in class yesterday I got the hiccups. (SIT)
6. Before I started the car, all passengers __________________ their seatbelts. (FASTEN)
7. After they __________________ the race they started to celebrate. (WIN)
8. I small stone struck the window while we __________________ down the road. (DRIVE)
9. I __________________ all the questions since the officers started their interrogation. (ANSWER)
10. My grandfather __________________ in such an airplane before. (NEVER FLY)
11. Jane isn’t here yet. I __________________ for her since noon but she __________________. (WAIT, NOT COME)
12. At the moment we __________________ an extreme heat wave. The temperatures __________________ up for over a week. (HAVE, GO)
13. At 3 o’clock yesterday, Jessica __________________ in bed. She __________________ a book when suddenly the wind __________________ to blow. (LIE, READ, BEGIN)
14. The weather __________________ terrible lately. (BE)
15. Next week there __________________ a full moon. (BE)
16. The phone __________________ constantly since Jack announced that he was running for mayor. (RING)
18. My high school __________________ the championship before. It’s about time they did. (NEVER WIN)
19. May I speak to the doctor? - I’m sorry. He __________________ a patient at the moment. (SEE)
20. Normally people __________________ around about 20 to 30 times every night. (TURN)
1. After Maria **finishes** her studies, she plans to work in her father’s firm **(FINISH)**.
2. By the time I go to bed I **will have completed** the work for the day. **(COMPLETE)**
3. When Jane saw the snake at her feet she **screamed**. **(SCREAM)**
4. I **have been** to the library four times this month, but I **haven’t borrowed** a single book. **(BE, NOT BORROW)**
5. While I **was sitting** in class yesterday I got the hiccups. **(SIT)**
6. Before I started the car all passengers **had fastened** their seatbelts. **(FASTEN)**
7. After they **had won** the race they started to celebrate. **(WIN)**
8. I small stone struck the window while we **were driving** down the road. **(DRIVE)**
9. I **have answered** all the questions since the officers started their interrogation. **(ANSWER)**
10. My grandfather **has never flown** in such an airplane before. **(NEVER FLY)**
11. Jane isn’t here yet. I **have been waiting** for her since noon but she **hasn’t come**. **(WAIT, NOT COME)**
12. At the moment we **are having** an extreme heat wave. The temperatures **have been going** up for over a week. **(HAVE, GO)**
13. At 3 o’clock yesterday, Jessica **was lying** in bed. She **was reading** a book when suddenly the wind **began** to blow. **(LIE, READ, BEGIN)**
14. The weather **has been** terrible lately. **(BE)**
15. Next week there will **be** a full moon. **(BE)**
16. The phone **has been ringing** constantly since Jack announced that he was running for mayor. **(RING)**
18. My high school **have never won** the championship before. It’s about time they did. **(NEVER WIN)**
19. May I speak to the doctor? - I’m sorry. He **is seeing** a patient at the moment. **(SEE)**
20. Normally people **turn** around about 20 to 30 times every night. **(TURN)**